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Leader corruption

Leader corruption depends on power and testosterone

Abstract
We used incentivized experimental games to manipulate leader power—the number of followers
and the discretion leaders had to enforce their will. Leaders had complete autonomy in deciding
payouts to themselves and their followers. Although leaders could make prosocial decisions to
benefit the public good they could also abuse their power by invoking antisocial decisions, which
reduced the total payouts to the group but increased leader’s earnings. In Study 1 (N = 478), we
found that both amount of followers and discretionary choices independently predicted leader
corruption. In Study 2 (N = 240), we examined how power and individual differences (e.g.,
personality, hormones) affected leader corruption over time; power interacted with testosterone in
predicting corruption, which was highest when leader power and baseline testosterone were both
high. Honesty predicted initial level of leader antisocial decisions; however, honesty did not
shield leaders from the corruptive effect of power.
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Leader corruption

More than 100 years ago, Acton suggested: “Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts
absolutely” (Acton & Himmelfarb, 1948, pp. 335-336). Acton’s statement is intuitively appealing
and has become an often-used quote in academia and practice. It is clear why: Leaders wield
power and can have important consequences on outcomes whether in micro- or macroorganizational settings (Flynn, Gruenfeld, Molm, & Polzer, 2011; House, Spangler, & Woycke,
1991; Jones & Olken, 2005; Judge & Piccolo, 2004; Lowe, Kroeck, & Sivasubramaniam,
1996).The hierarchical nature of organizations, rooted in status and power differences (Magee &
Galinsky, 2008), results in political tensions, power asymmetries, and conflicting interests
(Flynn, et al., 2011) These dynamics raise an important question that we sought to answer in this
study: Do those with power use it in ways that serves the greater good or do they succumb to its
corruptive effects?
From antiquity (Plato & Jowett, 1901) to today (Anand, Ashforth, & Joshi, 2005; Brief,
Buttram, & Dukerich, 2001; Manz, Anand, Joshi, & Manz, 2008; Sherman, 1980), scholars have
shown increased interest in understanding the causes of corruption and how it permeates
organizations, as well as the detrimental effect of corruption on economies (Mauro, 1995). Given
the importance of leaders as creators or shapers of organizational culture (Schein, 1990, 1992),
and that unethical behaviors have spillover effects (Gino, Ayal, & Ariely, 2009), it is critical to
know whether power does indeed corrupt.
Basic research findings at the individual leader level thus have important policy
implications for institutions, which would want to ensure that they have the necessary safeguards
so that leaders use power in prosocial ways. That power may corrupt is indeed possible; however,
it is also equally possible that those who are corrupt “at heart” may seek power. Thus, observing
corruption in field settings may confound findings (i.e., because of endogeneity see Antonakis,
Bendahan, Jacquart, & Lalive, 2010). To isolate power’s effect on corruption using observational
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data one would have to tease-out the selection effects (cf. Heckman, 1979) or correct for other
sources of endogeneity bias—which is difficult to accomplish in practice—or to experimentally
manipulate power, as psychologists usually do.
Pioneer psychological experiments suggest that power changes individuals in various
ways including their cognition, affect, and behavior; the power primes employed in many of
these experiments are, however, usually hypothetical (i.e., individuals are primed to imagine
having or having had power), and are prone to inducing demand effects (Sturm & Antonakis,
2014). Additionally imagining having power or recalling experiencing it is not necessarily the
same as having real power at the moment of decision making (Flynn, et al., 2011). Furthermore,
outcome measures are either hypothetical or the stakes involved are low. Still, that individuals
demonstrate corruptive behavior in imaginary or low stakes situations suggests that power does
indeed have strong effects, though increasing the stakes and giving real power would make for
more ecologically valid and realistic findings (Sturm & Antonakis, 2014).
Building on previous research, we designed two experiments in which we gave
exogenously appointed leaders real power over their follower(s) and gave leaders monetary
incentives to take advantage of their power for their personal gain. We also allowed for the
emergence of participant-endorsed social norms, indicating what decisions responsible leaders
should take with respect to payoff distributions for themselves and their followers; thus, we could
observe the extent to which leaders behaved in an antisocial manner and were willing to violate
social norms as a function of power.
Our contributions are threefold: First, we examine to what degree the situation (i.e.,
power) has an impact on leader corruption. We observe these results in one-shot settings as well
as in repeated decision settings having real social norms of which leaders were made aware.
These results extend what we know because previous research had not examined what individuals
2
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do when informed of a social norm to which they themselves subscribed and whether they will go
on to violate it when having received power. Second, we study the effect of stable individual
differences (e.g., personality and testosterone) on leader corruption, in conjunction with a
situational manipulation; previous research on power has largely ignored interactionist
explanations as well as the effects of physiological variables. Third, we use an incentivized
leadership decision task, give real power to leaders, and allow the leaders to have a consequential
impact on followers having real stakes over time. Thus, our findings have important implications
for practice both in terms of leader selection but also regarding leader governance systems.
What is leader corruption?
For the purpose of our study, we must first be very clear about what we mean by
corruption, because the definition will drive how we measured it and the conditions under which
we observe participants to whom we give power. According to lay definitions, corruption is
usually viewed as individual moral deterioration that results in an abuse of power for personal
gain that contravenes social or moral norms (cf. The Oxford English Dictionary Online, 2000).
Academic definitions are similar. As concerns individuals who exercise authority on
behalf of others, definitions usually include an “element of private gain (usually financial,
although power, prestige and perquisites could be included) for individuals who exercise that
authority” (Sherman, 1980, p. 479). Additionally, Ashforth and Anand (2003, p. 2) define
corruption as “misuse of authority for personal . . . gain” and that “misuse refers to departures
from accepted social norms” (Anand, et al., 2005, p. 10). Important to note too is that implicit
expectations of how leaders should be in terms of their prototypical (or antiprototypical)
characteristics are rather stable across contexts and generalizable (Epitropaki & Martin, 2004).
We expect that individuals should largely agree on how leaders should behave when they are
given power. Thus, we can obtain a relatively good measure of corruption that gauges the extent
3
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to which (a) leaders use their power for their personal gain, and/or (b) leaders contravene social
norms, as a function of power, to benefit themselves to the detriment of the common good.
As for the causes of corruption, research suggests that social situations as well as personal
factors may induce corruption. We explain these two pathways in greater detail next.
The situation component of corruption: Power
Power is usually thought of as the means by which leaders influence followers (Etzioni,
1964; French & Raven, 1968). Power, as applied in interpersonal settings is about imposing one’s
will (Finkelstein, 1992). Specifically, it can be defined as “having the discretion and the means to
asymmetrically enforce one’s will over others” (Sturm & Antonakis, 2014). There are two
important components to this definition that are relevant to our study: (a) discretion, which refers
to choices available to the leader to enforce his or her will, and (b) enforcing his or her will over
others, which refers to those who are dependent on the leader. Thus, the more options and
subordinates one has the more one has power.
Psychological studies have shed some interesting light onto the probable powercorruption link. As concerns the effect of power on individuals, overall, it appears that those who
have power rationalize and legitimize its discretionary use to maintain social status differentials
(Goodwin, Operario, & Fiske, 1998; Kipnis, 1972; Magee & Galinsky, 2008); in essence power
appears to makes individuals self-serving (Kipnis, 1972). There are several mechanisms that give
us reason to believe that power may corrupt. Power appears to engender a sense of entitlement,
emotional disengagement, and self-interest (Kipnis, 1972). In other words the powerful see the
less powerful as less worthy and evidence also suggests that the powerful may even become more
prejudiced (Guinote, Willis, & Martellotta, 2010); they also tend to stereotype the less powerful
(Fiske, 1993; Goodwin, Gubin, Fiske, & Yzerbyt, 2000). In addition, the powerful tend to
become very self-centered. Experimental studies show that powerful individuals tend to ignore
4
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the advice of others and demonstrate reduced perspective taking (Galinsky, Magee, Inesi, &
Gruenfeld, 2006; Tost, Gino, & Larrick, 2012); those with power may not be able to see how the
individuals who depend on them are affected by their decisions (particularly by antisocial
decisions). It also appears that power makes individuals overconfident (Fast, Sivanathan, Mayer,
& Galinsky, 2012) and [men] more likely to sexually harass (Bargh, Raymond, Pryer, & Strack,
1995); such findings suggest that those who are powerful may be prone to engaging in more selfserving behavior and somehow feel immune to sanctions. Findings also suggest that those who
have or are given higher status (which is a consequence of receiving power too) behave more
unethically (Piff, Stancato, Cote, Mendoza-Denton, & Keltner, 2012); the powerful are also
immune to others’ suffering and exhibit less compassion (van Kleef et al., 2008).
Overall, these psychological channels imply that those who have power may be blinded to
social norms, behave in socially inappropriate ways, feel superior to others, and fail to see wrong
from right; additionally, those with power will disregard others and see them as means to
satisfying ends (Keltner, Gruenfeld, & Anderson, 2003). Thus, with respect to individuals having
received a low amount of power, we expected individuals having received a high amount of
power to disregard social norms and to serve their own interests even if their opportunistic
behavior hurts others and reduces social surplus (i.e., the powerful will behave in a corrupt
manner).
H1: Leaders having received high power will be more corrupt than will those leaders who
have received low power.
To better understand the aforementioned mechanism through which corruption occurs we
provide a more formal and descriptive account of the effect of power on corruption. Our more
detailed explanation will help illuminate the tradeoff between how leaders can maximize their
gains versus what is best for the welfare of their group of followers; it will also make clear on
5
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what basis we chose the parameters of the incentivized games and why in one of the experiments
we engendered strong social norms.
For expositional simplicity assume that a leader i who has an initial endowment L can
make a choice x  [0, xmax]. For illustrative purposes it is best to think of x as a simple allocation
decision. Increasing x has two effects: (a) it increases the payoff of the leader i, and (b) it
decreases the sum of payoffs of a group of n followers who have a joint endowment F. We
denote the positive effect of increasing x by one unit on the leader’s payoff by l and the negative
impact on the sum of the followers’ payoffs by f. Social surplus S(x) is therefore given as:
S(x) = L + lx + F – fx

Eq: 1

To make the problem interesting from an efficiency point of view, we assume that
increasing x is socially inefficient; that is, f > l, so that S(x) is decreasing in x. In other words, as
the leader increases his or her payoff, the sum of followers’ payoffs is decreased by a greater
amount1. Thus, the more the leader benefits the greater is the extent to which the leader destroys
public wealth. From the leader’s perspective, we can model what utility (i.e., benefit) the leader
obtains by taking a particular decision. We make the assumption that that the leader’s utility
function contains two elements. On one hand, the leader benefits from increasing his or her own
monetary payoff (L + lx); this aspect of utility is purely economic. On the other hand—and
supposing a normal functioning leader who does not have any psychological impairments or is
under cognitive load—the leader incurs some degree of psychological cost if his or her behavior
violates social norms (see Kessler & Leider, 2012; Krupka & Weber, 2013; Mazar & Ariely,
2006; Mead, Baumeister, Gino, Schweitzer, & Ariely, 2009). In this context a social norm
corresponds to a maximum level of x (the leader’s choice) that society, or at least a relevant

1

Note that in setting the parameters for the incentivized (dictator) games we set the ratio of leader gains to follower
losses to be 5 to 6; every gain of 5 units in leader payoffs meant a loss of 6 units in follower payoffs.
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subgroup of society (e.g., members of an organization, the leader’s followers, etc.), accepts as
justified for a leader having power p (i.e., number of individuals the leader can affect and the
discretion the leader has.). We denote such a social norm as n.2 The leader’s utility, where 
measures the disutility of a one-unit deviation from the social norm, can therefore be written as:
Ul(x) = L + lx - (p)max[x – n, 0],

Eq: 2

Theoretically, powerful leaders suffer less from deviating from social norms than do less
powerful leaders (i.e., (p)/p < 0). This assumption is well-founded given that, as we discussed
previously, studies show that powerful individuals are shielded from social norms and from
seeing how their decisions may impact those below them. Thus, power will act as a “buffer” to
leaders and make antisocial decisions less psychologically taxing on them.
Leader i thus has an incentive to increase x as long as the marginal utility (the increment
in benefit obtained) from doing so is positive. Obviously, this is always the case as long as the
leader does not violate the social norm (x ≤ n). In this region the leader can simply improve his or
her personal payoff without suffering from knowledge of violating social expectations. If x is
beyond the level deemed acceptable by the social norm (x > n), increasing x is optimal only if the
utility loss from norm violations () is smaller than the utility gain caused by a higher payoff (l).
Put alternatively, the leader will be willing to incur the psychological cost of violating social
norms if he or she gains what will be a sufficiently high payoff (refer to the Figure 1).
[Figure 1 here]
The person component of corruption: Effect of Individual differences
Although power may corrupt, there are also individuals who might be predisposed to
become corrupt. Recently, there has been increased interest in understanding the characteristics
2

The social norm is likely to be a function of l and f, and potentially also of the player’s endowments L and F.
Because we hold these variables constant in the experiment, we abstract from this point to keep the notation as
simple as possible.
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of “good” (virtuous) leadership, and various streams of research have emerged including leader
moral development (Loviscky, Trevino, & Jacobs, 2007; Turner, Barling, Epitropaki, Butcher, &
Milner, 2002), leader integrity (Palanski & Yammarino, 2009; Simons, Palanski, & Trevino,
2013), and other bright (or dark) side variables, including hubris and narcissism (Judge, LePine,
& Rich, 2006; Judge, Piccolo, & Kosalka, 2009).
We focused on two key individual difference variables, honesty and testosterone, which
may predict corruption, particularly in “weak” situations (Kenrick & Funder, 1988; Mischel,
1977); these situations are characterized by few constraints on individual behavior, and where
individuals have the freedom to self-express, as do powerful individuals. That is, the more
discretion an individual has the more likely individual differences will matter in predicting
consequential outcomes (e.g., see Barrick & Mount, 1993).
Trevino (1986) argued that individuals who are more morally developed will resist
making unethical decisions. There are various ways to measure moral or ethical inclination. We
opted to use a personality measure, honesty, as conceptualized in the “big six” HEXACO
personality model (Lee & Ashton, 2004, 2008). Low levels of honesty have been linked to
counterproductive behaviors as well as psychopathy, narcissism and Machiavellianism (Lee &
Ashton, 2005; Lee, Ashton, & de Vries, 2005; Lee, Ashton, Morrison, Cordery, & Dunlop,
2008). In related lines of research DeCelles, DeRue, Margolis and Ceranic (2012) found that
individuals having a low moral identity were more prone to exhibit self-interested behavior when
given power; Chen, Lee-Chai, and Bargh (2001) found similar results with respect to individuals
who were high on exchange (as opposed to communal) orientation (see also Pearce, Manz, &
Sims Jr, 2008; Trevino, 1986). Thus, we would expect low honesty to accentuate the effect of
power on outcomes; that is those who are honest should be shielded from the corruptive effects of
power and those who are dishonest will abuse their power for personal gain.
8
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H2: The effect of power on corruption will be moderated by honesty such that power will
more strongly predict corruption at low levels of leader honesty.
Note, the above hypothesis is an interaction hypothesis about how honesty predicts
corruption when an individual has high power (cf. DeCelles, et al., 2012; Trevino, 1986). In the
presence of an interaction, the main effect captures the impact of honesty on corruption for those
who have low power only. Recall, we define corruption as individual moral deterioration that
results in an abuse of power for personal gain that contravenes social or moral norms. Thus, we
did not expect low-power individuals to be corrupted. Thus, we expected a nil effect for honesty
for the low power condition (i.e., a nonsignificant simple effect).
We also looked at a key hormone, testosterone. Testosterone might be a potential
explanatory variable of corruption, particularly because it has been linked correlationally as well
as causally (via exogenous manipulation) to antisocial and egocentric behavior (Bos, Terburg, &
van Honk, 2010; Dabbs & Dabbs, 2000; Wright et al., in press; Zak et al., 2009). Testosterone
also predicts social dominance (Rowe, Maughan, Worthman, Costello, & Angold, 2004) and
various deviant behaviors (Mazur & Booth, 2014); it also appears to make individuals less
responsive to stress (Handa, Burgess, Kerr, & O'Keefe, 1994) as well as more sensitive to
rewards and less sensitive to potential punishments (van Honk et al., 2004). Interestingly,
testosterone predicts reduced levels of empathic accuracy (Ronay & Carney, 2013; van Honk et
al., 2011); the latter results are of note because they suggest that testosterone may act in a similar
way that power does by buffering individuals from the psychological costs incurred when making
antisocial decisions.
Simply put high testosterone individuals are worse at detecting thoughts and feelings of
other individuals in social interactions; coupled with increased interest in rewards and reduced
sensitivity to potential punishments (i.e., in the case of our experiment decreased psychological
9
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costs due to making antisocial decisions) suggests that high testosterone individuals will be
“tuned-off” from feeling the emotional impact their decisions will have on others and will focus
on maximizing their payoffs. Also, given the heightened sensitivity of high-testosterone
individuals to material rewards, we expect the above to occur in situations where rewards are
very salient (i.e., high power condition with more discretion). In other words, we expect
testosterone to moderate the effect of power on corruption such that the effect of power on
corruption will be amplified by individuals having high levels of testosterone. Additionally, as
explained above, we expected a nil effect of testosterone for the low-power group, particularly
given the lower salience of rewards in the low power situations.
H3: The effect of power on corruption will be moderated by testosterone such that power
will more strongly predict corruption at high levels of leader testosterone.
Overview of the experiments
For both experiments, we used variants of the dictator game (e.g., Kahneman, Knetsch, &
Thaler, 1986); in this game a dictator—who is not called that for the purpose of the experiment—
is given full autonomy to decide how a “pot of money” is to be apportioned between himself or
herself and followers. Followers are passive have no say in the decision; thus, the leader is
afforded full discretion in the decision-making process. We used no deception, and fully
informed leaders of the microeconomic structure we set up, as well as the decisions and payouts
available to them; in this way, we could “ensure a direct and salient connection between
decisions taken and desired monetary outcome, and therefore […] the interpretability and the
internal validity of the experiment” (Zizzo, 2010, p. 77).
Our first experiment makes use of a simple between-subject design in which we
exogenously vary two dimensions of power independently from each other: The number of
followers (1 or 3 followers) and leader discretion, that is, the number of options available to the
10
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leader (3 or 4 options). Each appointed leader sees only one condition—without knowing about
the existence of the other conditions—and makes a decision in a one-shot experiment. This
experiment allows us to identify whether leaders who find themselves in a powerful decision
environment are more likely to make self-regarding, but socially inefficient decisions than do low
power leaders. Additionally, we do not expose leaders to social norms nor are we concerned of
the effects of selfishness (which is also a component of corruption); thus, leader decisions in this
experiment reflect the upper bound effect of leader corruption.
Our second experiment is more ambitious and models the effect of power in a more
realistic way. Here we manipulated power (number of followers and options) both between and
within-participants and exposed participants to social norms that they helped shape before they
received power. Our design allows us to identify the corrupting process of power over time. We
observe how subjects react to an increase in power, with knowledge that they are expected to
make socially responsible decisions. We also model various individual differences so as to
determine to what extent they predict corruption in conjunction with power. Given that there is an
element of selfishness in corruption too, in this experiment we isolate the effect of power on
corruption from the effect of selfishness. This study sheds unique light on whether individuals
with power and with a certain disposition become irresponsive to social norms over time.
Prior to reporting on our experiments, we provide evidence for the validity of our
manipulations next.
External check on manipulating power
Given our designs, we did not wish to make the manipulations salient to participants
either before or after the dictator games because it would engender demand effects for any pre- or
post-experimental measures, including manipulation checks. Thus, instead of asking leaders of
the games whether they felt powerful, we opted for an objective (and external) manipulation
11
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check by using an independent sample of participants similar in background to the participants in
the experiments (n = 90) but who did not partake in the games. In a between-subjects design, we
asked these participants to rate the extent to which a leader would have power and feel powerful
in one of the three power conditions. Specifically, we provided information regarding the options
available to the leader, and the payouts to the leader and the follower. We presented the
participants to one condition only (i.e., either baseline/low power, medium power, or high
power). These conditions were described as follows:
1. Baseline/low power: Leader has 1 follower and 3 options to split money as follows, to
the leader and follower: Option 1: 10 to 7; Option 2: 9 to 9; or Option three: 15 to 1. The option
that maximizes social welfare is the second option and the anti-social option is the last one (note,
invoking the anti-social option as compared to the first/default option gives the leader a gain of
15-10=5 to follower losses of 1-7= -6).
2. Medium power: Leader has 3 followers and 3 options to split money as follows, to the
leader-each follower: Option 1: 10 to 7; Option 2: 9 to 9; or Option 3: 15 to 5 (note: invoking the
anti-social options maintains leader gains, 15-10=5 to follower losses, (5-7)*3= -6, that is 5/6, in
this set-up too).
3. High power: Leader has 3 followers and 4 options to split money as follows, to the
leader-each follower: Option 1: 10 to 7; Option 2: 9 to 9; Option 3: 15 to 5; or Option 4: 25 to 1
(again: leader gains to follower losses remain constant in this set-up; for the very antisocial
option they are 25-10=15 gain for the leader and (1-7)*3= -18 for the followers. Hence the ratio
is 15/18 = 5/6).
For each of the conditions, which we depicted using neutral terminology, we asked the
participants to respond to three questions with respect to Person A (the leader) and Person B (or
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Persons B, C, and D in the case of 3 followers). These three questions were rated using a scale of
1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree):
1. Person A will feel that he/she will have a lot of power given the choices he/she has to
distribute the money.
2. There is a large asymmetry between the choices available to Person A and B (or Persons
B, C, and D).
3. Given this situation, Person A really has a lot of power.
Important to note is that Question 2 is a control question: that is, we did not expect it to be
significantly affected by the between subjects manipulation, given that there was complete
asymmetry between the choices for all leaders—whether in the baseline, medium, or high-power
condition—and the follower/s who had no choice.
For data analyses, we first created an index of power, which was the mean of questions 1 and
3 (Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient = .70; Spearman-Brown correction for 4 items = .82,
indicating that the index is highly reliable). Using Stata (ver. 13), we then estimated a seemingly
unrelated OLS regression of the form:
(
(

Eq. 3

)

Eq. 4

)

Where, power(q1,q3) is the power index, and power(q2) is the power control question, the intercepts

0 and γ0 are the coefficients of the omitted categories (i.e., the baseline conditions), medium is
the medium power condition, and high is the high power condition, and where cov(e,u) is
estimated. We report the results of the manipulation check in Table 1.
[Table 1 here]
As is evident in Table 1, for the power index equation (Eq. 1), the medium power condition was
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significantly higher than the baseline (i.e., low) condition (p < .05). In addition, a Wald test
indicated that the high power condition was significantly higher than the medium power
condition (p < .05). A joint Wald test combining the two above tests was highly significant (p <
.001). Furthermore, results for the control question were not significant. The findings point to the
fact that the power manipulation we designed would have its intended effects.
Study 1
Sample and Design
We recruited 478 participants from three classes in the business school of a Swiss state
university to participate in the experiment. We made participants aware their earnings would be
dependent on their own decisions or decisions of other persons who were in the same room. Thus
participant leaders knew that making a socially inefficient decision would economically harm an
individual or several individuals present in the room.
From the pool of participants, we randomly appointed 162 as leaders (mean age = 21.36,
SD = 2.04; n = 100 males); the rest of the participants were assigned the role of followers.
Leaders were randomly attributed to one of four conditions in a two by two design. Leaders were
given either 3 followers (high power) or 1 follower (low power). Additionally, leaders were given
either four decision (high power) or three decision options (low power). Refer to Table 2 for the
parameters of the game. As is evident from the table, the parameters of the game were such that
relative to the default decision, a prosocial decision increased public wealth, but antisocial
decisions destroyed it.
[Table 2 here]
Followers were anonymously and randomly assigned to leaders. Leaders received an
instruction sheet informing them of the decision-making options to their disposal (as function of
the condition they were in) and they had to make a single decision. We informed them that their
14
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decision would affect the payoffs of their follower/s, who were in the same room; of course,
given that all participants played anonymously, leaders did not know who were their assigned
followers and leaders, of course, had full discretion and decision making power.
The decision options were given to leaders such that the Option 1 was presented as the
“default” option (and labeled as such). Although not a social norm, presenting this option as the
“default” engenders a norm of sorts that can be thought of as an anchor point (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1974); thus, to the extent that individuals decide something different from this anchor
point by invoking the antisocial decision as a function of power will attest to the strength of the
power manipulation. In other words, choosing the default options “goes against” our theory that
power corrupts; if we find that participants with high power do not chose the default option but
an antisocial option, then we can claim indeed, power corrupts.
All other decision options were presented in terms of change from the default option, and
referred to as “option 2,” “option 3,” and if relevant, “option 4.” The options were describe in
terms of their payouts to the leader and the follower/s. In the “default” allocation, the leader was
paid slightly more than the follower. In the “prosocial” allocation, leader-follower payoffs were
evened-out at a cost to the leader. In the “anti-social” allocation, leaders received substantially
higher payouts but also destroyed public surplus (i.e., reduced the total payouts to the group).
Finally, if leaders had the “very anti-social” option available, they could greatly profit from their
position of power (note, we did not use the terms “prosocial” or “antisocial” in the instructions to
the participants).
As an example of the level of detail we gave leaders, a low power leader having 1
follower and 3 options was informed that the default remuneration they would receive would be
220 points for the leader and 190 points for the follower; hence the default option was noted as:
“Option 1: Leader +0 points; Follower +0 points.” The prosocial option was presented as “Option
15
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2: Leader -10 points; Follower +20 points” and the antisocial option was presented as “Option 3:
Leader +50 points; Follower -60 points.” Leaders having one follower and four options had the
very antisocial option described as “Option 4: Leader +150 points; Follower -180 points”. Note,
in the description of the options, we explicitly mentioned “change nothing” (default), or
“increase,” or “decrease” the leader’s or follower’s remuneration (depending on decision taken).
As with the external manipulation check study, relative to the default option, leader gains to
follower loses are kept constant at 5/6, across all conditions.
After leaders made their decision, payoffs for each participant were calculated and they
were each paid accordingly. In order to maintain anonymity, participants’ payments were linked
to a personal identification code which they knew alone.
Results
We gave all participants a show-up fee of Sfr .50 (i.e., $0.563) to which we added the
payoffs from the leader decision. Leader payoffs ranged between $12.30 to $21.24 (mean =
$15.60, SD = $3.26), which are relatively large considering the amount of time it took to brief
participants and run the experiment (about 15 minutes). Refer to Figure 2 for distribution of
leader decisions across conditions. Telling patterns of results are evident from visual inspection:
Giving leaders more followers or more options increase the likelihood of leaders taking an
antisocial or very antisocial decision.
In order to statistically analyze the four conditions simultaneous, and given the default
option communicated to leaders, we operationalized corruption as invoking a socially inefficient
decision; that is one that would profit the leader greatly to the determinant of the public good.
Thus, antisocial or very antisocial decisions were coded as “1” and prosocial or default decisions

3

Conversion rates for points were presented to participants in terms of Swiss Francs. Henceforth, we report all
amounts in US$ at relevant market conversion rates for when the experiments were run.
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at “0”. Results of a probit model indicated a significant main effect for having more options and
followers.
[Figure 2, Table 3 here]
Having more options or more followers had an equal effect on incidence of corruption,

2(1) = .04, p > .10. We report estimates from the main-effects model (note, adding the
options*followers interaction was marginally significant,  = .71, SE =.43, z = 1.66, p < .10). To
better understand the magnitude of the effect, leaders having fewer options and fewer followers
had a predicted probability of .39 of invoking an antisocial decision. However, with fewer
options and more followers the probability was .61. Similarly moving from having more options
and few followers to more options and more followers increased the probability of making a
corrupt decision from .59 to .78. Follow-up tests indicated that the predicted probability of the
lowest power condition was significantly lower than the other three conditions both overall (2(3)
= 22.59, p < .001) and individually (all p’s < .05, Bonferroni corrected for multiple testing).
Additionally, the two “medium-power” conditions (i.e., having fewer options and more
followers, or having more options and fewer followers) were indistinguishable, 2(1) = .04, p >
.10. The predicted probability in the high power condition was significantly greater than the
average probability of the other three conditions combined, 2(1) = 18.72, p < .001; it was also
significantly greater than the average probability of the two medium power conditions, 2(1) =
19.82, p < .001. These results largely support H1: Power corrupts.
Brief discussion
Our results clearly demonstrated that leaders were more likely to take advantage of their
asymmetrical decision-making power to serve themselves when having more options or
followers. Leaders were most corrupt when having the highest level of power. Even though
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followers of leaders were in the same room as the leaders, and leaders knew that their decision
would directly impact their follower/s payoffs, they were still more likely to take sociallyinefficient decisions when having more power. Although we did make mention of a default
decision to leaders, these results are upper bound estimates given that we did not induce social
norms nor did we partial out the effects of leader selfishness. Of course, corruption in toto does
include an element of selfishness and it is important to have a full estimate of the effect; however,
to isolate the “pure” treatment effect of power on corruption necessitates that we remove
selfishness from corruption, as we did in the following experiment.
Study 2
Design
To obtain an observable measure of corruption we again used a variant of the dictator
game with real power and consequential monetary stakes. More power meant having more
discretion and impact on more individuals. Here, the leader (i.e., the “dictator”) had to make
decisions over several rounds regarding how to pay his or her followers. In this way, we could
test whether power, which we manipulated, or the person, which we premeasured in terms of
stable individual differences drive leader corruption over time. Refer to Figure 3 for an overview
of the design; as is evident, we split up data gathering and used different methods, which should
reduce common source and common method effects (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff,
2003; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012); our estimates, particularly that of the
treatment effect can thus be causally interpreted given that, in any case we randomly assigned
power to leaders (Antonakis, et al., 2010).
[Figure 3 here]
As we show in the figure, data gathering was broken up into three major time periods:
“pretests,” “pre-experimental,” and “experimental.” We observed corruption in the experimental
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period, wherein leaders partook in the dictator game. We gathered several pre-experimental
measures right before the dictator game and several weeks before the experiment, we also
gathered data on various individual-difference measures.
The dictator game was played over three stages having five decision rounds each, which
gave the experiment a time dimension regarding payoffs. Initially, all leaders were in charge of
one passive follower and could choose among three basic payoff allocation, as per the previous
experiment (but using different point allocations and conversion rates): (a) a “default” allocation;
(b) a “prosocial” allocation; or (c) an “anti-social” allocation. Our experimental manipulation
consisted in giving more power to a randomly selected subsample of leaders twice. In the power
condition we gave leaders two more followers in Stage 2; we then added a very antisocial
decision option in Stage 3, which if invoked greatly profited the leader to the detriment of the
public good. As in the previous study, to avoid introducing confounds in our manipulations we
kept the ratio of leader gains to follower losses constant across the power manipulations (at 5/6).
Sample
Our useable sample was 240 students, from a business school of a Swiss state university,
who participated anonymously in the experiment; we used randomly generated identifier codes to
link participants’ data4. From this sample, we appointed 1685 as leaders (61.31% males, mean age
= 21.10, SD = 1.61). To maximize our leader sample size participants played in the dictator game
twice and those who we appointed as leaders were only leaders in one of the two games6.

4

The initial sample was 270. However, some participants did not complete all measures or misplaced their identifier
codes and could not be matched to their leader-follower group (12 of these participants were leaders).
5
We originally had 170 appointed leaders. To ensure a degree of subject homogeneity, we excluded two clear
outliers: One male participant who had an abnormally high level of testosterone (406.15 pg/mL) and one female
participant who was 44 years old. Excluding these subjects did not substantively alter results.
6
Because the leaders in the first game did not know that there would be a new game, there was no possibility that
they behaved in a way that could be explained by hidden reciprocity. We informed participants after the first game
that there would be one more game only. More importantly, participants had no feedback on any of the decisions
taken in the prisoner’s dilemma or the first dictator game. Only after the second dictator game was finished, did we
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Procedure and manipulations
Pre-experimental measures (i.e., the individual difference pretests) were gathered from
participants in scheduled classroom sessions using paper and pencil tests. The experiment was
conducted in the behavioral laboratory of the university. Subjects reported to the laboratory in
scheduled sessions where we gathered pre-experimental and experimental data (note to prevent
contamination between subject groups during the experiment, we kept subjects apart in different
locations). Similar to Study 1, we informed participants that their payoffs would depend on how
they or others in the schedule sessions took certain decisions. We gathered all experimental data
using z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007).
After being briefed in the lab, participants first played a prisoner’s dilemma, which we
used to premeasure their behavioral selfishness. Next, prior to appointing leaders we asked all
participants which payoff options a “responsible leader” should chose (we report here data from
the full sample n = 270 because this is the information that was provided to the leaders). This
poll—whose results we communicated to participants before the dictator game in each session—
indicated that, overall, 80.74% of the participants endorsed the default option (which was also
labelled as such to leaders when they played the game) and 15.93% the prosocial option. Only
3.33% of participants chose the antisocial decision option. Thus, if leaders chose an antisocial
decision as a function of power demonstrates the robustness of the power manipulation. Because
all subjects, both in the high and low power conditions, were communicated this information, the
socially-induced demand on leaders was to behave responsibly by increasing public welfare.

debrief participants and inform them of all decisions and payoffs. Thus, we can be confident that there would be no
retaliation effects by Game 2 leaders. In any case, because playing the game a second time was unexpected and may
have affected findings (via surprise or other mechanisms), we controlled for this order-effect as a covariate (i.e.,
“Game 2 Leader”); as we report later in the Results section, its effect went in the opposite direction of a retaliation
effect (i.e., Game 2 leaders were less corrupt, although marginally so).
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For the dictator game we randomized leaders to a high or low power condition, where
leaders had full discretion on payouts, which they made over three stages (five decision rounds
each). In Stage 1, all leaders were each initially in charge of a passive follower and decided
among three payoff allocations (100 points = $2, see Table 4 “Baseline Payoff”): (a) “default,”
leader payoffs (100) were higher than the follower’s (70); (b) “prosocial,” where payoffs were
evened-out (90: 90) at a cost to the leader while increasing social surplus (+10); and (c)
“antisocial,” where leader gains increased (+50) at the cost of social surplus (-10) and the
follower's payoff (-60). Again, the ratio of leader gains to follower losses is always 5/6 (i.e., in
the above case, 50/60). As with the previous experiment, we did not label any of the options with
the terms “prosocial,” or “antisocial,” but only used the term “options” along with descriptions of
the payoff consequences.
[Table 4 here]
We randomly gave some leaders (n = 72) more power twice: (a) in Stage 2 (see Table 4
“Medium Power Payoff”), we assigned these leaders two additional followers so that they
controlled more followers and resources but left unchanged the monetary implications of the
antisocial choice for the leaders while keeping the ratio of leader gains (+50) to total follower
losses (-3*(70-50)) constant at 50/60; (b) in Stage 3 (see Table 4 “High Power Payoff”), we
introduced a fourth “very antisocial” option, greatly increasing the leader’s payoff (+150) and
reducing follower payoffs (-3*(70-10)), while maintaining the aforementioned ratio (150/180 =
50/60).
As it is clear from the parameters of the dictator game, the prosocial exercise of power
would increase public welfare (i.e., total group payouts increase) and the antisocial choice would
decrease public welfare (i.e., total group payouts decrease).
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Measures
Dependent variable—corruption: In the previous study, we only measured the aspect of
corruption having to do with person gain; in this experiment, we included the second aspect of
corruption: Contravention of a social norm. As mentioned, to have a valid measure of social
norms, we induced an endogenous social norm before participants were assigned the role of a
leader or follower. We communicated the result of this poll to all participants, and thus both to
future high and low power leaders, before the dictator game. Given that we gave leaders a
monetary incentive to invoke the antisocial decision, which would destroy social surplus in this
experiment we operationalized corruption as an increase in norm-violations over time. We
introduced a time dimension too because it is possible that the corruptive effect of power might
not be immediately evident; that is, an individual may become gradually more corrupt with time
(cf. Bluedorn & Jaussi, 2008; Shamir, 2011)—a kind of “slippery slope” effect. Note, by
communicating the social norms to future leaders, we create demand effects on the subjects to act
“responsibly.” All future leaders, both in the high or low power conditions were exposed to this
demand effect; thus, to the extent that we are able to observe individuals that contravene the
social norm as a function of high power makes for a very robust test of the power manipulation.
Also, the social norm is ecologically valid because it was based on the very participants who
would partake in the dictator game before they knew if they would play as a leader or a follower.
Independent variables: We erred on the side of caution in including more rather than
fewer measurable individual differences that might predict corruption; by controlling for
preexisting differences in some variables that may predict corruption, we also increase statistical
power in the model (Keppel & Wickens, 2004; Maxwell, Cole, Arvey, & Salas, 1991). For
individual differences to be valid predictors of outcomes they should be stable over time and,
ideally, heritable (Antonakis, et al., 2010); individual differences having such properties would
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unlikely vary as a function of corruption per se or because of unobserved factors that predict
corruption. Individual differences with such characteristics would therefore be exogenous.
Personality, intelligence, as well as hormones largely exhibit cross situational and temporal
stability (Bouchard & Loehlin, 2001; Bouchard & McGue, 2003; Ring et al., 2005). These, as
well as a person’s sex, have been exogenously “manipulated” by nature, which allows for
relatively strong causal inference in a predictive model (Antonakis, et al., 2010).
In terms of hormones, we measured baseline testosterone using saliva Luminescence
Immunoassay (IBL International, 2008); we also measured cortisol as a control variable. How
testosterone predicts outcomes is similar whether using baseline testosterone or whether
exogenously manipulating it (Bos, et al., 2010; Dabbs & Dabbs, 2000; Zak, et al., 2009). Also,
exogenous administration in men (who have much higher levels of testosterone than women) is
difficult to accomplish (cf. Bos, et al., 2010), in addition to posing important ethical concerns.
Additionally, baseline (endogenous) testosterone, is both highly stable over time (Liening,
Stanton, Saini, & Schultheiss, 2010; Sellers, Mehl, & Josephs, 2007) as well as heritable (Harris,
Vernon, & Boomsma, 1998) and thus can be considered as exogenous in our specifications.
Before the experiment, we obtained three saliva samples, which we pooled to increase the
reliability of the hormonal measures. Participants drooled salvia via a straw into three
polypropylene SaliCap® tubes (IBL International, 2008). We obtained the three saliva samples in
the morning for all participants between 08h45-09h30; moreover, participants had been under
observation since 08h00. Because testosterone levels can change as a function of situational
factors all participants were measured at the same time and in the same conditions; thus, the
testosterone levels of participants could not be altered by unobserved factors correlated with
corruption. Also, to ensure the stability of the testosterone measure, on the day of the dictator
game we collected three more samples between 09h00-12h00 (depending on the time the
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participants partook in the experiment, which was not the same for all participants). The observed
correlation between Time 1 and Time 2 testosterone for all participants was very high, r(168) =
.85, p < .001; this coefficient was precisely the same when controlling for time differences in the
Time 2 measure. This result attests to the stability of relative individual-differences in
testosterone over time, irrespective of the treatment, as others have found too (Sapienza,
Zingales, & Maestripieri, 2010).
Important to note is that when using testosterone as a predictor, it is best to model the raw
score while controlling for sex given that men have testosterone levels that are many times higher
than those of women (cf. Ronay & Carney, 2013; Sapienza, Zingales, & Maestripieri, 2009); in
our data, males had testosterone levels that were more than five times higher than those of
females on the average (see Figure 4). Some researchers standardize testosterone within sex (i.e.,
separately within females and males) and then pool the standardized data, which are then used as
predictors. This procedure equates a high (or a low) testosterone woman to a high (or a low)
testosterone man, which obviously confounds the effects of testosterone and sex in a predictive
model, particularly because the distribution of testosterone is very different in males and females.
Using within-sex standardized measure would thus not answer whether testosterone per se has an
effect on outcomes but whether individual-level relative testosterone position within sex has an
equal effect on outcomes across sex.
[Figure 4 here]
As concerns the key personality variable, honesty, we used the HEXACO personality inventory
(Lee & Ashton, 2004), normed, within sex, on Swiss French sample. The HEXACO instrument
has demonstrated strong psychometric properties (Lee & Ashton, 2004, 2008; Lee, et al., 2008).
Control variables: Because our sample was sufficiently large for having one between
subjects manipulation, we included several control variables to reduce experimental error and
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ensure maximum statistical power. We provide some justification for the inclusion of the control
variables, though we do not draw formal hypotheses for these due to insufficient theory:
1. intelligence, measured with the Wonderlic Personnel Test, which is a well validated test
(Wonderlic, 2002); we measured it because country-level intelligence is associated with reduced
levels of country-level corruption (Potrafke, 2012).
2. the big five personality factors (i.e., emotional stability, extraversion, openness,
agreeableness, and conscientiousness) measured with the HEXACO. We controlled for the rest of
the personality factors because personality variables are often correlated with each other; thus it
is important to estimate the incremental effect of the target factor beyond the multivariate effects
of the rest of the variables (Antonakis, Day, & Schyns, 2012; Judge, Bono, Ilies, & Gerhardt,
2002; Zaccaro, 2012).
3. behavioral selfishness; as mentioned previously, we used this measure to ensure that we
remove unobserved variance in initial levels of antisocial decisions that may be due to selfishness
per se (which thus allows us to capture the pure effect of corruption resulting from power, see
Figure 5 for further details); this measure is perfectly observed.
4. three key demographic variables, which may correlate with intelligence and
personality, including (a) biological sex, (b) chronological age, (c) whether participants had
French as the first language or not (all measures and instructions were given in French); 76.8% of
the sample had French as a first language).
[Figure 5 here]
Results
Violation of social norms
Because of our definition of corruption, it is important to show, on a basic level, that more
leaders in the treatment having received high power actually violated the social norms, as
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compared to leaders given low power. Thus, here we report on how many of the leaders initially
stated that a responsible leader should invoke the prosocial or default option prior to partaking in
the dictator game but then went on to invoke an antisocial decision.
Note that the leaders’ norms were highly concordant with what all participants said,
indicating widely-shared options about what the leader should do. As concerns the leaders (in
parentheses, overall sample), 82.14% (80.74%) endorsed the default option, 13.69% (15.93%) the
prosocial option, and only 4.17% (3.33%) of leaders chose the antisocial decision option. Thus,
given these widely shared norms, a check on whether individuals violated what they said—which
overlaps highly with what the group said in general—is a reasonably good indication of whether
the power treatment made individuals more likely to be corrupt (i.e., violation of their personal
norms).
From the total participants in the low power treatment (n = 96) who did not initially
endorse the antisocial option (n = 94), 79 (84.04%) of them stated that the responsible decision
was the default and the rest, 15 (15.96%), chose the prosocial option. For the participants in high
power treatment (n = 72) who did not initially endorse the antisocial decision (n = 67), 59
(88.06%) chose the default option and 8 (11.94%) the prosocial option. This difference in
distribution of choices between the high and low power leaders was not significant: Likelihoodratio 2(1) = .52, p > .10.
When the low power participants played the dictator game, and this considering Stages 2
and 3 only (when power was manipulated) 44 (46.81%) of them remained true to their values and
never invoked the antisocial option; also, 75 (79.79%) invoked an antisocial decision less than
half the time. However, only 13 (19.40%) of the high-power leaders remained true to their word,
demonstrating a complete disregard of what they previously said; additionally, only 32 (47.76%)
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of them invoked an antisocial decision less than half the time. These differences in proportions
between the two conditions for these results were very significant: z = 3.58 (for the difference
between 46.81% vs. 19.40%) and z = 4.24 (for the difference between 79.79% vs. 47.76%), p <
.01 (Koopman, 1984). These results suggest that those leaders who received power were more
likely to violate the social norm of the group as well as the personal norm that they initially
adopted (which in most cases was the same as that of the group). In other words, the high-power
were more likely to demonstrate a lack of integrity (Palanski & Yammarino, 2009), which we
could directly trace to the power treatment.
Predicting corruption
Refer to Table 5 for descriptive statistics and variable correlations. As for the payoffs
leaders received, they averaged $59.21 and ranged from $35.47 to $98.06, which are rather
substantial for experiments of this nature.
[Table 5 here]
We first tested our central hypothesis, that power corrupts (H1), using a multivariate
model. We coded antisocial or very antisocial decisions as “1” and default or prosocial decisions
as “0” and summed them by game stage (i.e., the three stages). We estimated a simple ordered
probit model (i.e., a bounded count model given that the dependent variable is not continuous) to
predict average incidence of antisocial behavior across leaders as a function of the predictors
over time. We used the treatment dummy (i.e., power), two dummy variables identifying the
three game stages, the power-stage interaction, and all premeasured individual differences as
predictors, and clustered standard errors at the leader level given that the dependent variable is
repeated over three stages (note, in Stata, cluster robust standard errors are also robust).
A joint test for the predicted probability of making the maximum amount of corrupt
decisions (i.e., 5 per stage) indicated a significant increase in antisocial decisions for high-power
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leaders in Stage 2 (compared to Stage 1) and Stage 3 (compared to Stage 2), 2(2) = 28.06, p <
.001; unadjusted univariate results were 2(1) = 3.43, p = .06, and 2(1) = 27.96, p < .001,
respectively (note, the predicted probabilities in Stages 1, 2, and 3 respectively were: .20, .25,
.39). In terms of predicting the minimum amount of corrupt decision (i.e., 0 per stage), results
were similar for the joint test showing a significant decrease: 2(2) = 27.08, p < .001 and the
respective unadjusted univariate tests 2(1) = 3.43, p = .06, and 2(1) = 25.05, p < .001 (note, the
predicted probabilities in Stages 1, 2, and 3 respectively were: .40, .34, and .22).
Antisocial decisions of low-power leaders were unchanged. The joints tests were not
significant, whether when examining marginal effects for maximum (2(2) = .60, p > .10; the
predicted probabilities in Stages 1, 2, and 3 respectively were: .14, .13, and .15) or minimum
corruption (2(2) = .61, p > .10; the predicted probabilities in Stages 1, 2, and 3 respectively
were: .50, .51, and .49); univariate tests were also not significant. These results provide further
support for H1 that power corrupts. For a graphical depiction of the observed increase in
antisocial decisions relative to the baseline condition over time, refer to Figure 6.
[Figure 6 here]
Because our conceptualization of corruption has to do with the growth of antisocial
decision over time, we estimated a latent growth curve model (Chan, 1998; Duncan, Duncan, &
Strycker, 2006). A latent growth curve model is a powerful statistical technique for studying
change (growth) in a dependent variable; in our case the variable of interest is occurrences of
antisocial decisions over the three Stages of the experiment. The procedure models initial level of
antisocial behavior (i.e., which is called the latent intercept) as well as the growth in antisocial
behavior (i.e., the latent slope); the latter variable is the key variable of interest because it
captures the rate of change in antisocial behavior. Additionally, using a latent growth curve
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model allows the latent intercept and slope to be dependent variables in the model—in our case
we were interested to see whether the power manipulation (as well as the relevant individual
differences) predicted initial levels and changes in antisocial decisions. We again modeled
incidence of norm-violating decisions as a bounded count and estimated the model using MPlus’s
(ver 6.12) robust maximum likelihood estimator (MLR)7, which can accommodate latent
variables models having ordered indicators (Muthén & Muthén, 2012).
The first latent growth curve we estimated is a stripped-down version. We used the
exogenously manipulated variable, power, male and age, as the predictors of the intercept and
slope (see Figure 7A for a depiction of the model)8. We regressed the slope on the intercept to
control for initial differences in antisocial behavior when predicting the slope (i.e., corruption). In
this simplified model, only power showed a very strong effect on the slope, coefficient = 1.33, SE
= .30, p <. 001 (standardized  = .54); however, the effect of power on the intercept was nonsignificant, coefficient = 1.69, SE = 1.27, p >. 10 (standardized  = .12). This result attests to the
robustness of the power effect, and gives strong support to the first analysis we conducted using
the simple ordered probit model, and confirms the results of the first study for H1.
[Figure 7 here]
We then estimated a latent growth curve that included the covariates and power-covariate
interactions (see Figure 7B). To adequately control for sex differences, particularly in
testosterone, we estimated two separate latent growth curve models (as reported in Table 6): (a)

7

Standard errors of this estimator are robust to nonnormality of observations. Note, given computational demands of
this estimator (which uses numerical integration) we were unable to model errors-in-variables (for intelligence and
personality); this issue is irrelevant for the treatment effect given that it is orthogonal to the measures (see
correlations of power with measured covariates in Table 5; the absolute average correlation is .04).
8
Measures of model fit, which test overidentifying constraints, are not available for models with categorical
dependent variables estimated with ML estimation. We are not concerned with model fit per se, given that our
independent variables are exogenous and the model is, in theory, correctly specified. Though, to give an idea of fit,
we reestimated the pooled model with ML declaring the bounded counts as continuous. The chi-square
overidentification test was non-significant, 2(4) = 5.56, p > .10 and substantive findings were essentially unchanged.
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Model 1, a multiple-group model (Muthén & Muthén, 2012) using sex as the grouping variable,
where we estimated separate models for men and women and where we constrained all crossgroup parameters to be equal (note, because the dependent variables are categorical, this model is
actually estimated as a latent class model, with known classes); (b) Model 2, a pooled model
including a dummy variable for sex (Sapienza, et al., 2009): For the latter model we also tested
whether interacting the dummy variable indicating sex with all the predictors as well as
separately with power, testosterone and the power*testosterone interaction improved the model
(in this way, we examined whether estimated parameters for men and women were equivalent).
The results of the two latent growth curve models produced essentially the same estimates.
[Table 6 here]
We report results from the pooled model, which also models sex as a predictor9. The
results of this latent growth model indicated that behavioral selfishness (standardized  = .26, p <
.001) as well as honesty (standardized  = -.33, p < .001) predicted initial levels of antisocial
behavior (i.e., the latent intercept). As concerns the tests of our hypotheses (i.e., predicting the
slope, which is our operationalization of corruption), we found a main effect for the power
treatment (standardized  = .30, p < .05), supporting H1. That we find this result when including
or not the covariates suggests that the power effect is robust. As concerns H2, honesty did not
interact with power to predict corruption; we therefore rejected H2. For H3, we found a powertestosterone interaction (standardized  = .44, p < .05), with corruption highest when power and
testosterone were both high (Figure 8). Simple slopes analyses (Aiken & West, 1991) indicated
that the slope (i.e., change of the treatment dummy from 0 to 1) of power (simple slope
coefficient = 1.91, p < .001) on corruption was positive and significant when testosterone was
9

To obtain an indication of fit, we again reestimated the pooled model with ML declaring the bounded counts as
continuous. The chi-square overidentification test was again non-significant, 2(18) = 25.84, p > .10 and substantive
findings were unchanged.
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high (+1SD from the mean); it was also positive but less so (simple slope coefficient = .81, p <
.001) when testosterone was low (-1SD from the mean). These results support H3: The effect of
power on corruption was amplified by high testosterone.
[Figure 8 here]
As indicated in Table 6, some of the control variables predicted the slope; these included
leaders who were males (standardized  = .36, p < .05) who were younger (standardized  = -.27,
p < .01), were higher on extraversion (standardized  = .32, p < .01) and on conscientiousness
(standardized  = .27, p < .05), and were lower in openness (standardized  = -.38, p < .01). The
meaning of these relations is tricky to interpret because they indicate the average effect of these
variables on the slope across the high and low power groups. To disentangle this effect one must
interact these variables with power. However, given our lack of a priori hypotheses with respect
to these variables, and the fact that adding additional interactions increases standard errors and
reduces statistical power, we refrained from using this modeling strategy. Still, as robustness
checks we estimated the following two models, guided as much as possible by theory:
1. We interacted power with the following variables: (a) Male (given that males are
usually more corrupt that females, Swamy, Knack, Lee, & Azfar, 2001), (b) age (older
individuals usually behave in a wiser and more socially appropriate way, cf. Armantier & Boly,
2011), (c) extraversion (this factor is quite strongly linked to expression of power and resource
control, C. Anderson, John, & Keltner, 2012), and (d) selfishness (using the behavioral
selfishness measure, because theoretically, those who are more selfish may be more prone to be
corrupt when having the opportunity to do so). A joint Wald for these interactions was
nonsignificant, 2(4) = 6.32, p > .10.
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2. Following the above model, instead of interacting behavioral selfishness with power,
we interacted the latent intercept indicating initial level of corruption, which is an alternative
form of selfishness, with power. For the estimation procedure we use the LMS method for
interactions involving latent variables (Klein & Moosbrugger, 2000). Again, results were not
significant for these interactions, 2(4) = 1.61, p > .10.
Discussion
The results of our experiments suggest that both the situation and the person predict
corruption. As expected, power affects individuals in a way that makes them behave antisocially.
Leaders who received additional power and more discretionary choices, whether in one-shot
decisions or in repeated choices over time, were more likely to profit from their power and in the
case of Study 2 to violate the very social norms to which they had subscribed. As concerns Study
2, even though the leaders, both in the low and high power condition, had knowledge of what
constituted the social norm in terms of payouts, those with more power exercised more antisocial
decisions and this presumably due to the psychological mechanisms we described. It seems that
individuals given power somehow become inoculated against the psychological costs incurred for
violating social norms and likely to benefit themselves while destroying public wealth.
Our results have several important consequences regarding both situational and
individual-level antecedents of corruption. With respect to the situational aspects, there are
implications for the design of leader governance systems. Organizations should limit leader
discretion and keep leaders in check; leaders have many ways in which they can profit from their
power including what may seem to be innocuous ways (Core, Holthausen, & Larcker, 1999).
Apart from installing adequate governance mechanisms, perhaps future research should identify
ways in which leaders can be made more aware of the great harm they can potentially cause when
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having been enticed by power; there are no studies of which we are aware that have investigated
this possibility. Moreover evidence that ethics instruction can induce ethical decision making is
rather scant (Waples, Antes, Murphy, Connelly, & Mumford, 2009), which suggests that it is
imperative that future efforts focus more in the mechanisms that engender corruption and how it
can be avoided via governance, training, or selection.
As concerns selection, our results also yield important insights on the “person”
component. Although honesty and behavioral selfishness predicted initial level of antisocial
behavior (negatively and positively respectively), honesty did not shield leaders from corruption.
This result, coupled with the findings regarding norm violation per se, shows how tempting
power is and how it blinds individuals from doing what is socially appropriate. These results
show that even those who have a disposition to be honest and who declared that leaders should
not violate social norms, succumbed to the corruptive effects of power. The testosterone results
are particularly interesting given that hormones levels can be objectively measured; that we find
more corruption when power and testosterone are both high adds some fresh light onto the fact
that testosterone’s effects should be examined from a situationist perspective too.
Several personality variables also did predict average corruption levels across the high
and low power groups; as mentioned, we are hesitant in interpreting these main effects because
they include both a time and power component, which can only definitely be teased-out by
interacting these variables with power. Nonetheless, future research using larger samples should
look into which individual differences predict corruption bearing in mind that it is possible that
some of these variables exhibit a double-edged predictive validity with respect to (a) emergence
as a leader, and (b) corruption when occupying the role of leader—(see discussion on the positive
and negative effects of "bright" and "dark" traits, Judge, et al., 2009). Should individual
differences operate in such a manner, institutions might need to walk a fine line in balancing
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leader individual differences that are required to “rally the troops” with governance mechanisms
that can keep the “fox out of the henhouse.”
Limitations and suggestions for future research
There are several unique and important aspects in our findings; however, there are some
limitations that should temper our conclusions. Specifically, we looked only at one aspect of
leader decision making (i.e., regarding distribution of payouts) and one particular power
manipulation in a laboratory setting. Although results from industrial-organizational (or
organizational-behavior) type laboratory studies such as ours should readily translate to practice
(C. A. Anderson, Lindsay, & Bushman, 1999; Mitchell, 2012), future studies should attempt to
manipulate power in field settings.
Although we measured the big-six personality factors in addition to intelligence and
behavioral selfishness, there may be other factors like narcissism, Machiavellianism, or
psychopathy, which we did not measure and which may predict corruption. Although they would
not change the effect we have found for power (given that we manipulated it), including such
factors could provide a more complete explanation of possible individual difference effects (note,
though, that their predictive power may be limited because they overlap much with the HEXACO
factors, see Lee & Ashton, 2005).
As for our power manipulation within leaders (Study 2), we changed the options available
to the leader with respect to a particular interpersonal power dynamic (i.e., the power relation the
leader had with his or her first follower). Although we held constant the ratio of leader gains to
follower losses across the power manipulations, future research should also examine how
increased power affects decision making outside a particular interpersonal power dynamic.
The idea would be to observe a constant relation between a leader and a follower having stable
options (i.e., the options available to the leader in this particular relation would be identical
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across all power levels and are never altered). The leader’s power could then be increased by
providing the leader with additional followers and options outside of the initial relationship. This
setup would allow studying whether more power induces leaders to change their behavior too
within a well-defined and constant relation to a particular follower.
Additionally, by keeping constant leader gains and the ratio of leader gains to follower
losses, with increasing power leaders “spread” less harm to subordinates when invoking an
antisocial choice. For example, as concerns Study 2, when leaders had baseline power, invoking
the antisocial decision increased their payoffs by 50 points and decreased the payoff of one
follower by 60. However, in the medium power condition the decrease to each of three followers
was 20 (though the harm to the public good is the same as in the baseline condition 20*3 = 60).
Thus, it is possible that leaders think that they are doing less individual harm to each follower,
which they veritably are, even though they hurt the public good in the same way. Still, our
manipulation does have a real-world analog; when leaders raid taxpayer coffers, the impact to
each citizen (i.e., money stolen per capita) is obviously small, yet the effect on the public good on
the whole can be colossal.
An alternative manipulation in our games could have been instead to keep the follower
losses constant, but this would have implied that the increase in the number of followers would
have been accompanied with greater leader monetary gains. Doing so would confound the effect
of having more followers with the effect of being able to gain more money. Thus, we believe that
our manipulation is the better of the two options, particularly because we can test for the effect of
having more followers in an unconfounded manner. Future research should nonetheless
investigate other types of leader gain to follower loss tradeoffs crossed with impact on others, to
determine how leader behavior is altered by power.
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Finally, although leaders can have complete discretion at their disposal, most leaders
consider the likelihood of getting caught prior to taking an antisocial decision (see Mazar &
Ariely, 2006). Future research should include some of these parameters in more complex games
(e.g., wherein leaders are informed of a likelihood of being caught, which if occurs, entails heavy
losses on the leader’s payouts); additional parameters to include could be social interactions (cf.
Hogg & Reid, 2001). Finally, although we did increase power levels within subjects in the second
study, our design did not incorporate how power is developed and cascades in organizations
(Fiol, O'Connor, & Aguinis, 2001), as well as the dynamics of how power is lost and gained (see
Fehr, Herz, & Wilkening, 2013; Jordan, Sivanathan, & Galinsky, 2011; Sivanathan, Pillutla, &
Murnighan, 2008).
Conclusion
Leaders in business and political settings—and those who try to keep them in check—
must constantly ponder how much power and discretion top-level leaders should have. Increasing
controls on leaders certainly engender costs and may slow down decision making; however, the
price of governance mechanisms and its effects on outcomes might be a smaller price to pay as
compared to the cost of corruption. Finding the balance would be difficult. However, as our
results show, even those who were honest and had mostly socially-acceptable attitudes at the
moment of their accession to a position of leadership rather easily changed their moral
perspectives once they got a taste of power.
To conclude, Acton was partially right. Corruption depends on power. However,
corruption depends on the person too. We hope that future research sheds more light on these two
routes to corruption because societies need their leaders to exercise power in moral ways. In the
meantime, our results suggest that organizations should limit how much leaders can drink from
the seductive chalice of power.
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Figure 1: How power engenders corruption

Note: We show how increasing the degree of power can induce a leader to engage in norm-violating and socially
inefficient (i.e. corrupt) behavior. As a starting point, assume that the leader has low power (plow) and the maximum
of x is given by xmax1 (reduced set of options for the leader). As long as x is lower than the social norm (x < n), the
leaders utility is given by Ul (x) = L + lx. In this region the leader’s utility is strictly increasing in x, because a higher
x increases the leader’s monetary gains and there is no disutility from violating a social norm (see the increase from
Point 0 to Point 1 in the figure). However, if x is increased beyond the social norm n, the leader’s utility is given by:
Ul (x) = L + lx - (plow)(x – n). The low power leader suffers considerably from violating the social norm and the
disutility from violating the social norm outweighs the material benefit of increasing x (i.e., (plow) > l). Thus,
increasing x beyond the social norm decreases the leader’s utility (from Point 1 to Point 2); this leader’s maximal
utility is therefore reached at Point 1 (i.e. the optimal choice of this leader is to set x equal to the social norm n).
Suppose the leader’s power increases to an intermediate level (e.g., because additional followers are
assigned or the set of options is extended so that the leader can increase x up to xmax2). Our assumption that more
powerful leaders suffer less from deviating from social norms (i.e., (p)/p < 0) implies that the disutility from
violating the social norm decreases from (plow) to (pint). As per the figure, this decrease is large enough so that
now the monetary benefit from increasing x dominates the disutility from violating the social norm (i.e., (pint) < l).
As a consequence, the leader’s utility further increases even if the leader violates the social norm (increase from
Point 1 to Points 3 and 4). Accordingly, the leader would now increase x up to the maximally possible level (xmax1 or
xmax2, depending on whether the leader’s choice set has been extended or not). If a leader’s power is further extended
by combining the assignment of more followers with an extension of the choice set, the leader’s disutility from norm
violations decreases further (from (pint) to (phigh)) and the leader benefits even more strongly from increasing x up
to the maximum level xmax2 (Point 5).10
10

Our model predicts that both (a) an extension of the choice set alone and (b) a combination of such an extension
with an assignment of additional followers induce the leader to increase x up to the maximum level xmax2. This
prediction is an artifact of our simplifying assumption that the disutility from a norm violation is proportional to the
distance between the leader’s choice and the social norm (x – n). Relaxing this assumption by allowing for a nonlinear (convex) relation between the disutility and the distance would give the prediction that the combination of the
two power enhancers would lead to higher corruption than the extension of the choice set alone. We do not show this
complex version of the model for the sake of expositional clarity.
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Figure 2: Percentage of corrupt decisions as a function of leader power (Study 1)

prosocial

default

antisocial

very antisocial

0.80
0.70
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0.40
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0.10
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3 Options

3 Followers
3 Options

1 Follower
4 Options

3 Followers
4 Options

Note, for comparative purposes with the conditions having 3 options, the “very antisocial” bar is stacked on the
antisocial bar for the conditions having 4 decision options.
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Figure 3: Summary of the measures and design (Study 2)

Manipulation

Activity

Measure

Time period

Time

Psychometric and
physiological tests

Personality
Test

Intelligence,
Testo., Cortisol

Prisoner’s
dilemma

Poll on leader
decision

Selfishness

Social norms

Individual-difference pretests

Time is week -7

Time is week -3

Leader
appointment
and power

Leader
appointment
and power

Dictator game 1:
3 Stages
(5 rounds each)

Dictator game 2:
3 Stages
(5 rounds each)

Leader
Corruption

Leader
Corruption

Pre-experimental

Experimental

Time is week 0

Time is week 0

Note: The above summarizes the design of Study 2 in terms of which measures we gathered, how we gathered them,
and when we gathered them. Data was gathered over three time periods spanning seven weeks. We first gathered
individual difference measures using psychological and physiological tests (i.e., personality, intelligence, hormones).
Just prior to the experiment, we measured behavioral selfishness via a prisoner’s dilemma having real monetary
stakes; we also polled participants about what a responsible leader should do when having complete discretion
regarding payouts (to the leader and his or her followers). Thereafter we randomized participants to be leaders
(“dictators”) or followers. We then randomized leaders to a high or low-power condition in the dictator game,
wherein we could observe the decision about payoff allocations taken by the leader.
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Figure 4: Distribution of Time 1 salivary testosterone by sex (Study 2)
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Note: Distribution of salivary testosterone by sex; for presentation purposes, values are rounded up to the nearest
multiple of 10.
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Figure 5: Parameters of the prisoner dilemma’s game (i.e., behavioral selfishness measure,
Study 2)

Player 1
Cooperate

Defect

Player 2

Cooperate

20, 20

Player 2

Defect

0, 40

Cooperate

Defect

15, 5

10, 10

Note: To measure selfishness, participants play a one-shot, sequential prisoners’ dilemma with real monetary stakes.
We elicited second mover responses using the strategy method; that is, participants made choices in both the role of
first or second mover before knowing to which role they would be actually assigned (which we randomly
determined). The first movers (Player 1) decided whether or not to send their endowment to the second movers
(Player 2); if Player 1 transferred his or her endowment to Player 2, this amount would be tripled by the
experimenters and given to Player 2. Player 2 then had to decide whether or not to send half of his or her earnings
(i.e., the initial endowment plus the transfer from Player 1 if relevant) to the first mover. We used the second mover
response to first mover cooperation as a proxy for selfishness (we did not use the first mover decision because this is
mostly a proxy of Player 1’s belief of the trustworthiness of Player 2). Initial endowment for the players is 10 points
(10 points = $3).
To see how payout permutations are calculated, suppose Player 1 cooperates by transferring his or her initial 10
points; these points are tripled thus giving Player 2 a total of 40 points (30 points from Player 1 plus Player 2’s initial
endowment of 10 points). If Player 2 does not cooperate they keep these 40 points and Player 1 gets nothing (in this
case, Player 2 is selfish). If Player 2 cooperates they can send half of their total earning back to Player 1 (i.e., 40/2=
20 points), giving both Player 1 and Player 2 each 20 points. The optimal (i.e., selfish) decision is for Player 2 to not
cooperate. If both players defect, they both keep their initial endowment of 10 points. If Player 1 defects (sends
nothing) and Player 2 cooperates by sending half their endowment (i.e., 10/2=5) to Player 1, the latter has 15 points
and the Player 2 only 5 points.
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Figure 6: Corruption of low- and high-power leaders (Study 2)
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Figure 7: Latent growth curve models (Study 2)

Figure 7A: The simple latent growth curve model

Figure 7B: The latent growth curve model with all covariates and controls
Note: Exogenous variables were allowed to correlate; arrows refer to regression coefficients; Intercept = latent
intercept (identified by constraining the coefficients of indicators to 1, which estimates initial level of
antisocial behavior); slope = latent slope (identified by constraining coefficients of indicators to 0, 1, and 2,
which estimates the linear growth in antisocial behavior, i.e., corruption); H = honesty; T = testosterone; d-h
and p-t refers to disturbances (i.e., errors); Controls = independent effects of all control variables.
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Figure 8: Power-testosterone interaction (Study 2)
Low Testosterone

High Testosterone
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0
-.5
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Predicted corruption (increase in # of times leader violated social norms)
as a function of testosterone and power (+/-1SD)
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Table 1: Manipulation check for power
Power Index
(q1, q3)

Medium power
High power
Constant

R-square

Control Question
(q2)

.51**
(2.07)
1.08***
(4.04)
4.69***
(27.29)

-.20
(.67)
-.13
(.39)
4.79***
(22.86)

.15

.01

n = 90; ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .10; z statistics in parentheses; omitted category is baseline (i.e., low) power
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Table 2: Parameters of the Dictator Game (Study 1)
1 Follower, 3 Options
Leader's
choice
Default
Prosocial
Antisocial

3 Followers, 3 Option

To
Leader

To
1 Follower

Social
Surplus

To
Leader

To each of
3 Followers

Social
Surplus

220

190

220+190=410

220

190

=220+3*190=790

210

210

210+210=420

210

210

=210+3*210=840

270

130

270+130=400

270

170

=270+3*170=780

1 Follower, 4 Options
Leader's
choice
Default
Prosocial
Antisocial
Very Antisocial

3 Followers, 4 Options

To
Leader

To
1 Follower

Social
Surplus

To
Leader

To each of
3 Followers

Social
Surplus

220

190

220+190=410

220

190

=220+3*190=790

210

210

210+210=420

210

210

=210+3*210=840

270

130

270+130=400

270

170

=270+3*170=780

370

10

370+10=380

370

130

=370+3*130=760

Note: Leaders were placed in one condition only and took one decision only. 100 points = $5.60
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Table 3: Probit regression estimates (Study 1)

Corruption
(overall)

Four options

.56**
(2.63)
.62**
(2.82)
-.11
(1.36)
.29
(1.33)

Three followers
Age
Male

Constant

1.92
(1.16)

Pseudo R-square

.19

N = 162; robust z-statistics in parentheses; **p < .01, *p < .05. In the above specification, we controlled for fixed-effects of
session (i.e., three sessions). Omitted categories are having three options or one subordinate. Pseudo R-square is based on the
Cox-Snell (1989) method. Predicted probabilities for the conditions are reported in the text.
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Table 4: Parameters of the Dictator Game (Study 2)
Baseline
Payoffs

Medium Power
Payoffs

High Power
Payoffs

Leader’s
choice

To
Leader

To
1 Follower

Social
Surplus

To
Leader

To each of
3 Followers

Social
Surplus

To
Leader

To each of
3 Followers

Social
Surplus

Default

100

70

100+70=170

100

70

100+3*70=310

100

70

100+3*70=310

Prosocial

90

90

90+90=180

90

90

90+3*90=360

90

90

90+3*90=360

Antisocial

150

10

150+10=160

150

50

150+3*50=300

150

50

150+3*50=300

250

10

250+3*10=280

Very Antisocial

Note: Leaders in the low-power (control) group only had the “Baseline Payoffs” available to choose from for all three stages of the game. The “Medium Power Payoffs” were
available to leaders in the high-power (treatment) condition in Stage 2; the “High Power Payoffs” were available to leaders in the high-power condition in Stage 3 only. 100 points
= $2. Leaders took five decisions over three rounds (thus a total of 15 payoff decisions).
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Table 5: Correlation matrix of key variables (Study 2)

Mean

S.D.

1 Corruption Stage 1

1.57

1.91

2 Corruption Stage 2

1.67

1.94

.85

3 Corruption Stage 3

2.06

2.06

.79

4 Behavioral selfishness
5 Game 2 leader
6 Power
7 Testosterone (pg/mL)

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

.58

.49

.38

.27

.33

.50

.02

-.09

-.05

.09

.43

.50

.17

.24

.39

.07

-.03

.30

.35

.37

.13

.16

.09

.21

-.11

-.08

-.14

-.04

.01

-.12

.02

33.54 55.14

.21

.32

.45

.07

.03

.70

.52

-.07

28.33

5.16

.17

.15

.14

.09

.10

.06

.12

-.13

.09

-.03

.98

-.30

-.32

-.22

-.22

.10

.04

-.06

-.05

.07

.05

12 Emotionality

.02

1.02

-.07

-.10

-.04

.01

-.07

.08

-.05

-.03

.08

-.03

.13

13 Extraversion

-.03

.93

.03

.06

.09

-.11

.03

.04

.05

.07

.00

.00

-.10

-.11

14 Agreeableness

-.10

1.01

-.11

-.10

-.05

-.13

.11

.00

.00

-.01

.10

-.06

.37

-.20

-.05

15 Conscientiousness

-.07

1.02

-.03

-.07

.03

-.05

-.07

-.07

.01

.03

-.09

.12

.12

.06

.20

-.07

16 Openness

-.03

1.03

.04

-.03

-.05

-.06

.00

.01

-.11

-.02

-.07

.10

.09

.03

.27

.01

.15

17 Power*Honesty

.00

.67

-.22

-.21

-.13

-.15

.01

.01

.07

.04

.07

.08

.68

.08

-.01

.33

.08

.14

18 French first language

.77

.42

.17

.13

.21

.18

.03

.02

.11

-.11

.04

.20

.02

-.10

.03

.08

.03

-.03

.00

21.10

1.61

-.10

-.14

-.21

-.04

.06

-.01

.02

.05

-.07

-.10

.00

-.03

.02

.00

-.12

.04

.01

.61

.49

.33

.38

.44

.18

.14

.14

.69

-.21

.41

.30

-.02

.02

-.06

.03

.01

-.02

.04

8 Cortisol (ng/mL)
9 Power*Testosterone
10 Intelligence
11 Honesty

19 Age
20 Male

.41

18

19

.80

1.49

72.06 60.30

6

N = 168; to provide an indication of significance levels, r > |.16|, p < .05; r > |.20|, p < .01; r > |.25|, p < .001 (note, we used robust estimators for results reported from all
estimations); Variable “Male” (= 1 if male, else = 0). French first language (= 1; else = 0).
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Table 6: Latent Growth Curve Estimates (Study 2)
Predicting the Latent Intercept
(initial level of antisocial behavior)
Model 1

Predicting the Latent Slope
(growth in antisocial behavior)
Diff.2

Model 2

Model 2

Diff. 2

Estimate
Standard. 
-.08
-.42
0.00
(1.87)*
(1.79)*
Behav. selfishness
3.22
3.22
.26
.01
.05
.02
0.00
(3.16)***
(3.15)***
(3.56)***
(.18)
(.19)
Game 2 Leader
-.83
-.84
-.07
.01
-.49
-.21
0.00
(.85)
(.85)
(.86)
(1.80)*
(1.82)*
Power
1.85
1.84
.15
.01
.70
.30
0.02
(1.26)
(1.25)
(1.25)
(1.94)*
(1.99)**
Testo. (pg/mL)1
1.96
1.92
.19
.04
-.38
-.20
0.01
(1.51)
(1.47)
(1.48)
(1.27)
(1.25)
Cortisol (ng/mL)
-.86
-.83
-.03
.02
-.33
-.06
0.01
(.44)
(.42)
(.42)
(.67)
(.67)
Power*Testo.
-.27
-.26
-.02
.01
.92
.44
0.01
(.16)
(.15)
(.15)
(2.32)**
(2.43)**
Intelligence
.11
.11
.09
.00
-.01
-.04
0.00
(1.22)
(1.19)
(1.20)
(.33)
(.33)
Honesty
-2.11
-2.13
-.33
.01
-.06
-.05
0.00
(2.93)***
(2.94)***
(3.19)***
(.31)
(.31)
Emotionality
-.46
-.46
-.08
.01
-.07
-.06
0.00
(.88)
(.88)
(.89)
(.47)
(.48)
Extraversion
-.16
-.15
-.02
.00
.39
.32
0.00
(.31)
(.30)
(.30)
(3.23)***
(3.37)***
Agreeableness
-.06
-.07
-.01
.00
.16
.14
0.00
(.12)
(.12)
(.12)
(1.04)
(1.07)
Conscientiousness
-.20
-.20
-.03
.00
.30
.27
0.00
(.45)
(.46)
(.46)
(2.30)**
(2.44)**
Openness
.29
.29
.05
.01
-.42
-.38
0.00
(.61)
(.60)
(.60)
(2.80)***
(3.09)***
Power*Honesty
.49
.50
.05
.01
.15
.09
0.01
(.54)
(.55)
(.56)
(.53)
(.53)
French language
.77
.76
.05
.00
-.47
-.17
0.01
(.68)
(.68)
(.68)
(1.41)
(1.46)
Age
-.28
-.28
-.07
.00
-.19
-.27
0.00
(1.67)*
(1.73)*
(1.72)*
(2.67)***
(2.63)***
Male
1.85
.15
.85
.36
(1.30)
(1.34)
(2.39)**
(2.39)**
Note: Robust z-statistics in parentheses; ***p < .01; **p < .05; *p < .10. Models estimated with Mplus’s robust MLR estimator
for categorical dependent variables. Model 1 is estimated using male and female groups separately and constraining estimates to
be equal; the model with the constraints was not significantly different from the model without the constraints, 2(32) = 37.38, p =
.24 (Satorra & Bentler, 2001). Model 2 is estimated using males and females together while controlling for sex differences using
the dummy variable “Male” (= 1 if male, else = 0). For Model 2, Wald tests for the significance of the interaction of the variable
male with all the variables or only with power, testosterone and the power*testosterone interaction was insignificant, indicating
that the parameters for males and females are equivalent. N =168. 1Refers to Time 1 testosterone (to reduce the variance of this
measure we divided it by a constant, 100, to move the decimal to the left and hence ensure the convergence of the estimator).
2
Difference in estimates is between Model 1 and 2 estimates (unstandardized); we report Model 2 results in text. Note, the rsquares for the three bounded counts average .90 for Model 1 and .92 for Model 2).
Predictors
Latent Intercept

Estimate

Estimate

Standard. 

Model 1
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Estimate
-.07
(1.80)*
.05
(.18)
-.49
(1.81)*
.69
(1.89)*
-.39
(1.30)
-.33
(.68)
.92
(2.33)**
-.01
(.35)
-.06
(.32)
-.07
(.48)
.40
(3.25)***
.17
(1.05)
.30
(2.27)**
-.42
(2.82)***
.16
(.55)
-.47
(1.42)
-.19
(2.65)***

